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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has placed the inequalities in health services in countries around
the world under severe pressure. As crucial pillars in the prevention and control of COVID-19, fever
clinics and fever sentinels are important sites for the screening, diagnosis, and isolation of patients.
This study comprehensively evaluated the spatial-layout characteristics, configuration quantity, and
service capacity of 42 fever clinics and 418 fever sentinels in Harbin from the perspective of supply
by using GIS spatial-analysis methods such as kernel density analysis. From the perspective of
demand, we evaluated the accessibility of fever clinics with the modified two-step floating catchment
area (2SFCA) method; the OD cost matrix method and Voronoi diagram method were used to
evaluate the accessibility and service pressure of fever sentinels. This study found that a monocentric
clustering characterizes the spatial layout of fever clinics, and the design of fever clinics in new urban
areas and marginal rural areas is relatively lacking. The spatial layout of fever sentinels includes
blank areas, and the service pressure in the central city area is relatively high. Combined with
the assessment results, the study discussed optimization strategies and implementation paths for
improving the public health and epidemic prevention system for COVID-19 in terms of four aspects:
the transformation of governance practice, the spatial-planning response, the digital infrastructure
response, and guarantees of policies and regulations.

Keywords: COVID-19; fever clinic; fever sentinel; combination of supply and demand; accessibility;
Harbin

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic, which began in 2019, has presented a critical test for health
services worldwide, prompting increased attention to “health equity” issues [1–3]. The
concept of “health equity” is the focus of one of the sustainable-development goals put
forth by the World Health Organization (WHO) and one of the strategies of “Health China
2030”. The WHO defines health equity as the notion that everyone, regardless of social
status, economic income, or circumstances, should have access to health services as needed
to maintain their health status [4]. In this context, reducing inequalities in healthcare
services, as one of the dimensions of achieving “health equity”, has become a concern
among governments and public health planners [5–8]. During the COVID-19 outbreak,
inequalities in healthcare services have posed a direct threat to people’s health, including,
but not limited to, cross-infection due to lax management of primary healthcare institutions,
the shortage of beds, doctors, and other resources in healthcare institutions, which makes it
difficult for patients to seek medical treatment, and a lack of access to healthcare services
for patients with non-infectious diseases.

Fever clinics and fever sentinels are key medical settings for the early detection of
COVID-19. In China, nearly 60% of confirmed COVID-19 patients come from fever clin-
ics [9]. Fever clinics play an important role in the timely screening and rapid isolation
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of COVID-19 patients. After the outbreak of COVID-19, the relevant research on fever
clinics and fever sentinels increased rapidly from the perspectives of epidemiology, nurs-
ing, public emergency management, architecture, and other disciplines that focus on the
emergency management process and enhancement strategies for fever clinics and fever
sentinels [10–13], the standardization and innovative construction of internal architectural
spaces [14,15], and the configuration standards and emergency response capabilities of pri-
mary healthcare institutions [16–18]. Due to the different levels of construction of healthcare
institutions and the differences in the development of COVID-19 in each city, the construc-
tion and settings of fever sentinels also display uneven and mismatched problems. Some
scholars have treated fever clinics and fever sentinels as urban and rural public healthcare
service institutions and explored the problems of their configuration rationality and spatial
accessibility. For example, Wang et al. used the network-analysis method to calculate the
coverage area and found that it took a 60-min journey to the fever clinic to achieve coverage
of the whole area of residents [19]. Zhang et al. simulated the spatial accessibility of fever
clinics in Beijing under three levels of prevention and control: low, medium, and high [20].
Yong et al. selected a collection of COVID-19-affected communities in Shenzhen, China
to analyze the cumulative opportunity to visit fever clinics and evaluate the rationality of
fever-clinic medical resources [21]. Song et al. established a multi-objective model based
on the 2SFCA method to study the allocation of community healthcare resources so as to
improve the accessibility of medical resources for all people [22].

The accessibility of healthcare facilities includes both potential accessibility and realis-
tic accessibility. Potential accessibility refers to the spatial distribution of medical facilities
and the possibility that a given location or individual can reach the locations of medical
services [23,24]. Realistic accessibility refers to the actual utilization rate of individuals who
can reach medical locations and obtain medical services [25,26]. As research progresses, the
realistic accessibility of healthcare services is becoming more widely used because it can
combine service capacity and time to reflect accessibility. The accessibility research methods
include the shortest-distance (time) method, Huff’s model, the gravity model approach
and its improved model, and the two-step floating catchment area (2SFCA) method and
its improved model. The shortest distance (time) method focuses on the distance factor
and weakly considers the size factor of supply and demand points [27–29]. Huff’s model
considers the facility size and distance factors, but also does not consider the size of the
demand points [30]. The gravity-model approach uses the Euclidean distance as the acces-
sibility measure and ignores the influence of the actual transportation network [31]. The
2SFCA method and its modified model consider multiple factors of supply-point service
capacity, demand-point size, actual travel distance, and distance threshold, and the distance
decay is extended in the modified form, which is more widely used. Tao evaluated the
spatial accessibility of healthcare services under multiple transportation modes using a
multi-mode Gaussian-based two-step floating catchment-area method [32]. In the work
by Jin, combined with the population data of subdistrict communities, the hierarchical
two-step floating catchment-area method was used to carry out a study on the spatial
accessibility of public healthcare service facilities at all levels in Shenzhen, China [33].
Neng proposed a three-step floating catchment-area method (3SFCA) that incorporates
inter-facility competition factors to evaluate the accessibility of basic healthcare in Central
Texas [34].

To summarize the content of studies on fever clinics and fever sentinels and the
methods of research on the accessibility of healthcare facilities, it can be stated that there
are still fewer studies on the analysis of healthcare service parity and its optimization
strategies in healthcare surveillance facilities. Meanwhile, there is a lack of attention given
to fever sentinels, which are also healthcare surveillance facilities. It is necessary to build an
evaluation framework that is suitable for both types of hierarchical healthcare monitoring
institutions—fever clinics and fever sentinels. In addition, some studies have focused on the
inequality of healthcare services, but have not proposed detailed and effective optimization
strategies and implementation paths [35–37]. Moreover, in terms of measurement methods,
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the current studies have a large range of population data units and low data accuracy, and
they use simple methods to measure the accessibility of fever clinics that lack attention to
high-precision population distribution data, medical-service capacity, demand-point scale,
and other aspects.

In summary, this study explores the spatial-layout characteristics of fever clinics and
fever sentinels as a response to COVID-19 prevention and control, as well as the inequalities
in their healthcare services’ accessibility, and discusses the optimization strategies and
certain implementation paths by taking seven districts of Harbin City as an example. In
Section 2, we review the relevant literature, identify the causes and related studies that
trigger inequalities in fever clinic services, and propose a conceptual framework for the
causes of inequalities in fever clinic services. In Section 3, an empirical study is described to
validate our conceptual framework, and our empirical study data, research methods, and
research framework are presented. We selected fever clinics and fever sentinels in seven
districts of Harbin as the research objects. In Section 4, the spatial-layout characteristics of
the fever clinics and fever sentinels in the seven districts of Harbin are analyzed in terms of
both supply and demand, and the number of configurations and the service capacity are
analyzed. We also combine the actual traffic-network data and high-precision population
distribution data, apply the modified two-step moving floating catchment area method to
comprehensively evaluate the accessibility of fever clinic services, and apply the OD cost
matrix method and Voronoi diagram method to evaluate the accessibility and capacity of
fever sentinels; we also evaluate the health-equity levels of these two levels of healthcare
surveillance institutions in Harbin City. In Section 5, we propose strategies for improving
and optimizing fever clinics and fever sentinels in terms of both spatial planning and
governance systems. Section 6 concludes this study and provides recommendations for
further research. The developments of this study can provide theoretical references and
case studies for the construction of systems of healthcare surveillance institutions, such as
fever clinics and fever sentinels, in other cities.

2. Inequality in Healthcare Services of Fever Clinics and Fever Sentinels
2.1. COVID-19 Exacerbates Inequities in Healthcare Accessibility

The level of healthcare services is mainly influenced by urban and rural systems,
as well as economic, social, ethnic, occupational, and gender factors [38–40]. With the
combination of these multiple influences, building equity in healthcare services in a region
will be a long and slow process of change [41]. However, during the COVID-19 pandemic,
the infectious and harmful nature of the virus, as well as the large differences in the
conditions of local healthcare facilities and the level of healthcare personnel [42], had an
impact. As a result, the number of fever clinics and fever sentinels during the COVID-19
period was relatively low, which further exacerbated the inequalities in medical services
accessible during COVID-19 [43,44].

2.2. The Spatial Structure of China’s Large Cities Affects the Layout of Healthcare Facilities and the
Accessibility of Fever Clinics

In the process of the rapid urbanization in China, the spatial structure of cities has
mostly shown a compact pattern of outward expansion [45]. In contrast, the centers of
older urban areas have a longer history of development and an obvious accumulation
effect, gathering more high-quality medical-service facilities and tertiary-industry service
facilities, such as for education and commerce, in the cities [46]. This has led to unevenness
in the spatial distribution of high-quality medical resources and fever clinics in large
cities, showing the spatial layout characteristics of a high concentration in the city center
and an extreme lack in peripheral areas. Si et al. found that Beijing’s high-quality large-
scale medical resources show an obvious monocentric layout, which is different from the
balanced development patterns of old and new cities in Paris and Tokyo or the surrounding
suburbs in New Delhi and London [47]. Luo et al. found that 60% of large general hospitals
in Wuhan are located in the area of the second ring road [48], and Chen et al. found that
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general hospitals in Nanjing were agglomerated in the older urban areas and that there
were blind service areas in the newer urban areas [49]. The reliance of fever clinics on the
construction of existing high-quality medical facilities has led to a spatial layout of fever
clinics that also shows monocentric characteristics, as they are concentrated in the older
urban areas of the city, and they show an extreme shortage in the peripheral areas of the
city, further exacerbating the inequalities in the accessibility of fever clinics during the
COVID-19 epidemic.

2.3. The Dual Rural–Urban System in China and the Construction of COVID-19 Fever Clinics

Due to the dual rural–urban system in China, there are significant differences in con-
struction standards between urban and rural areas in terms of medical facility conditions,
medical service levels, and medical space security [50,51]. The problems of low levels
of emergency medical and healthcare services, a shortage of basic emergency medical
equipment, and a lack of public health service professionals are more prominent in rural
areas [52,53]. The “sentinel” function of primary rural healthcare institutions in the event
of the COVID-19 epidemic is also facing serious challenges [54].

2.4. The Lag in the Construction of New Urban Areas, Planning Patterns, and Inequalities in
Accessibility of COVID-19 Fever Clinics

During the construction of new urban areas in China, the excessive pursuit of a
construction scale for commercial, residential, and large public buildings has led to a lag in
the construction of convenient medical, primary school, elderly, and other public service
facilities, and the construction scales and service levels vary widely [55,56]. Additionally, as
China’s car consumption continues to increase, the planning model of “large street outline,
wide road, low road network density” in new urban areas enhances the convenience of
automobile cities, but makes it difficult for residents to obtain more convenient medical
services by walking. The lack of medical services in new urban areas and the excessive size
of urban neighborhoods exacerbate the inequalities in access to fever clinics for residents of
new urban areas.

2.5. The Maintenance and Control Measures of the Emergency Medical Facilities Need to
Be Improved

In response to the spread of the SARS virus, the Chinese government proposed rele-
vant construction specifications in terms of emergency medical facilities. However, after
the SARS virus passed, most of the emergency medical facilities were closed, became idle,
or were converted into operating clinics due to hospital profit management and other rea-
sons. The emergency medical facilities lacked regular management of emergency disposal
processes, management systems, and rescue capabilities for public health emergencies.
During the COVID-19 outbreak, some cities demonstrated poor emergency handling of
fever clinics, and cross-infection within fever clinics occurred [57,58]. During the COVID-19
epidemic, many primary healthcare institutions without the capacity to respond to the
COVID-19 epidemic chose to stop operating, resulting in primary healthcare institutions
playing a more important role in the emergency response system. This led to a lack of the
“sentinel” role of primary care in the emergency response system. This further exacerbates
the inequalities in access to COVID-19 fever clinics and fever sentinels between urban and
rural populations.

By exploring the causes of medical service inequality, this study constructed a con-
ceptual framework of medical-service inequality in fever clinics and fever sentinels in
the context of the COVID-19 outbreak. In order to verify the conceptual framework of
the causes of inequality, we selected Harbin as an example, attempting to quantitatively
explore the medical-service inequality associated with fever clinics and fever sentinels and
to enrich the theoretical exploration and practical literature on medical-service inequality
under the developing concept of “health equality”.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Research Scope and Hierarchical Assessment Framework

Harbin is the capital city of Heilongjiang Province, with a total population of 9,485,000
in 2020. Due to its geographic characteristics, such as numerous bordering cities, frequent
international trade, and the cold weather in the winter in Heilongjiang Province, Harbin
has become a potentially risk-prone area for COVID-19, and there have been many small-
scale epidemic rebound problems during the COVID-19 epidemic. With the COVID-19
epidemic entering the normalization stage, the importance of monitoring medical insti-
tutions has become increasingly important. Since the outbreak of COVID-19, Harbin has
built an epidemic prevention system of “hospitals designated for admission–fever clinic–
primary healthcare institutions”, which is one of the typical cases of the evaluation of the
configuration of epidemic prevention institutions in large cities in China.

3.1.1. Study Area

As the research area, we selected seven districts of Harbin—Daoli, Nangang, Daowai,
Xiangfang, Pingfang, Songbei, and Hulan—with 42 fever clinics and 418 fever sentinels,
which were used as the study subjects (Figure 1). On 22 January 2020, the Harbin Health
Care Commission announced a list of 72 medical institutions with fever clinics in the
city [59], 42 fever clinics of which were located in the study area. Due to the strict construc-
tion requirements for fever clinics, all fever clinics in Harbin were set up within tertiary
or secondary hospitals, including 24 tertiary hospitals and 18 secondary hospitals. Fever
sentinels were set up in primary healthcare institutions, and there were 418 primary health-
care institutions in the study area, which can be divided into four categories: community
health-service centers, community health-service stations located in urban areas, township
hospitals, and village clinics located in rural areas.
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3.1.2. Assessment Framework Construction

We analyzed the characteristics of the two types of medical-monitoring institutions in
order to adopt the most appropriate evaluation methods. There was hierarchical monitoring
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between fever clinics and fever sentinels. In the event of a large-scale COVID-19 outbreak,
fever clinics and hospitals designated for admission conducted integrated screening and
treatment; the number of beds in the medical institutions relied on by a fever clinic became
an important indicator of its service capacity under extreme circumstances. Fever sentinels did
not have the characteristic of long-term stays, and mainly displayed two characteristics—full
coverage and high efficiency in epidemic prevention and surveillance. Complete coverage
means screening, reporting, and detecting at the residential points, and high efficiency
means that the number of people served under the jurisdiction of the sentinel represents
a reasonable carrying capacity. Therefore, this study used the modified 2SFCA method
to evaluate the accessibility of the fever clinic—with the number of beds as the index and
30 min as the service threshold—to conduct the accessibility assessment; the OD cost matrix
method was used to evaluate the accessibility of the sentinel site, with time as the index, and
the Voronoi diagram method was used to evaluate its service and management pressure.
Thus, the evaluation methods and procedures used to assess the medical institutions were
adapted to two levels, and different functional characteristics were formed (Figure 2).
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3.2. Data

The data analyzed in this study consisted of the following five parts. 1© The adminis-
trative division data of the subdistricts (townships): The administrative division data of the
subdistricts (townships) were obtained from the Civil Affairs Department of Harbin, and
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the shapefile boundary range data for subdistricts (townships) were drawn, aligned, and
corrected using the ArcGIS 10.2 software. 2© Residential and administrative village point
data: The data on the residents were obtained from the Gaode website by using “residential”
as a keyword for search crawling. The data on administrative villages were obtained from
the secondary class land-use raster data released by the Resource and Environment Science
and Data Center, vectorizing them to obtain the village noodles, and, finally, using the
“element-to-point” tool to obtain the residential and village point data. 3© Raster data of
the population distribution in the study area: The raster data of the population distribution
in the study area were derived from an open-source population distribution raster at a
100 m resolution for 2010, which was provided by the World Pop website and corrected
with data from the sixth China’s census data (Figure 3). 4© Road traffic network vector
data in the study area: The study area’s vector data for road traffic networks were derived
from the open-source GIS vector dataset in OSM (Open Street Map). 5© Information on
fever clinics and sentinels in the study area: The data of fever clinics in the study area were
obtained from the official website of the Harbin Healthcare Commission, while geographic
information data were converted into geographic coordinate data in the GIS database
according to the address data from the Gaode map. Moreover, data such as the service
level and the number of beds in fever clinics were obtained from the official website of each
medical institution; a small amount of data was supplied by the “Famous Doctors” and
“China Hospital Ranking” websites. The data on the fever sentinels were obtained from the
Gaode website by using “community health service center,” “community health service
station,” “township hospital,” and “village clinic” as keywords.
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We classified the data provided above and created a geodatabase using ArcGIS 10.2.
Finally, a spatial GIS database was created for the study area, consisting of seven districts,
128 subdistricts (townships), 1977 residential points, 1099 village points, 42 fever clinics,
and 418 fever sentinels (Table 1).

Table 1. Study Data Statistics.

Nangang Xiangfang Daowai Daoli Hulan Pingfang Songbei

Subdistrict/township Number of subdistrict 18 20 23 19 8 6 5
Number of township 2 4 4 4 11 2 2

Residential/village Number of residential 587 388 250 349 188 66 149
Number of village 31 101 217 97 463 21 169

Fever clinic
Total number 12 13 7 5 3 2 0

Bed 24710 9940 4693 4118 1900 1360 0

Fever Sentinel
City

Sentinel

Community Health
Service Center 19 20 17 20 8 6 4

Community Health
Service Stations 16 21 9 4 5 1 3

Rural
Sentinel

Township Hospital 2 3 5 3 11 1 4
Village Clinic 17 39 19 21 120 2 18

3.3. Methods
3.3.1. Kernel Density Analysis

Kernel density analysis can be used to calculate the concentration of point elements in
the spatial distributions of their surrounding neighborhoods, such as in the accumulation
of populations, public service facilities, points of interest (POIs), etc. By setting a kernel
function at each point element and distributing its value within the specified threshold
range (d), the density value at the point to be estimated decreases with increasing distance
from the point element and drops to zero at the distance to the search threshold. In this
study, the fever clinics and fever sentinels were analyzed by using this function, i.e., the
density value was at its maximum at the central location of each fever clinic and fever
sentinel, the estimated points decayed with increasing distance from the central location of
the fever clinic and fever sentinel, and the density values at the same geographical location
were superimposed, as shown in Equation (1).

fn(x) =
1

nd

n

∑
i=1

a
(

x− xi
d

)
(1)

where fn(x) is the kernel density estimate, a
(

x−xi
d

)
is the kernel density equation, x− xi

denotes the distance from the estimated point to the fever clinic or fever sentinel point xi, n
is the number of fever clinics or fever sentinels within the distance threshold, and d (d > 0)
is the distance threshold.

3.3.2. The Modified Two-Step Floating Catchment Area (2SFCA) Method

Accessibility refers to the service capacity obtained from the demand point to the
supply point, which is negatively correlated with the time consumed from the demand
point to the supply point, but positively correlated with the scale of service provided by
the supply point. It has the following advantages: (1) It takes into account the reality that
residents will seek medical treatment across regions and excludes the limitation of the
administrative boundary range; (2) it conducts two searches that are centered successively
on supply and demand points and evaluates them from the perspective of combining
supply and demand; (3) in terms of methodological improvement, this study improves the
commonly used two-step moving search method in terms of three aspects—precision of
demand point data, measurement of travel time based on actual road network speed, and
establishment of a spatial decay rule using a Gaussian function, as follows.

In the first step, we use fever clinics as the supply point (j), while the distance of
the road network corresponding to the time threshold t0 to the fever clinic is used as the
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search radius to establish the search area, and all of the residential points (k) that fall within
the search area are searched. Using a Gaussian decay function to decay by distance and
assigning weights to population numbers, the weighted populations are aggregated and
the supply-to-demand ratio is calculated as shown in Equation (2).

Rj =
sj

∑k∈{tij≤t0} DkG(tij)
(2)

where Sj is the scale of supply at point j, which is represented in this study by the number
of hospital beds; Dk denotes the scale of demand at point k, which is represented by the
total population; tij is the actual road-network-based travel time between locations i and j.
In this study, the OD cost matrix is used for calculation. Finally, G(tij)

is a Gaussian decay
function considering spatial friction. Its specific form is given by the following equation:

G(tij)
=

e−
1
2 (

tij
t0
)

2

− e−
1
2

1− e−
1
2

(
tij < t0

)
In the second step, we take the population unit (i) as the demand point, establish

a search area with the radius of the road network distance corresponding to the time
threshold (t0) for people to visit the fever clinic, find all of the fever clinic points (j) that
fall within the search area, and sum up the service supply–demand ratio (Rj) provided by
all fever-clinic points after quadratic Gaussian decay to obtain the accessibility (AF

i ) at the
population unit (i), as shown in Equation (3).

AF
i = ∑

j∈{tij≤t0}
RjG(tij)

(3)

3.3.3. OD Cost Matrix Method

The “OD cost matrix” function in the “Network Analysis Module” of GIS can be used
to find and calculate the minimum time cost and path from starting point i to destination
point j in the traffic topology network. In the study, the OD matrix is used to count the
minimum time cost between the residential (village) unit and the fever sentinels.

3.3.4. Voronoi Diagram Method

According to the nearest neighbor principle, the Voronoi diagram can be used to
divide the respective service areas of discrete points in the plane so that the distance Pn
from any point Qn in the service area to other discrete points is greater than the discrete
point P1 in the area [60]. In this study, the service area of a fever sentinel is established
through the Voronoi diagram to preliminarily divide the population served by each fever
sentinel and evaluate the service pressure of each fever sentinel.

4. Results
4.1. Spatial Distribution Characteristics of Fever Clinics and Fever Sentinels

The kernel density analysis of 42 fever clinics in the study area revealed a more
apparent monocentric clustering feature (Figure 4). More specifically, 37 fever clinics are
gathered in the core areas of Nangang, Xiangfang, Daoli, and Daowai, the four old urban
areas. The two gathering points are close to each other, forming a single-center clustering
pattern of fever clinics. Two fever clinics are located in the southern part of the study area,
in Pingfang District. Three are distributed in Hulan District in the north. The fever clinics
in the southern and northern areas show certain clustering distribution characteristics.
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There are 418 fever sentinels in the study area, including city fever sentinels (94 com-
munity healthcare centers and 59 community healthcare stations) and rural fever sentinels
(29 township hospitals and 236 village clinics). Fever sentinels are characterized by “dense
subdistricts and sparse townships” (Figure 5). There is a large difference between differ-
ent administrative regions. The result for the urban area south of the Songhua River is
significantly higher than that for the Songbei District and Hulan District to the north of
the Songhua River. A large cluster has formed south of the Songhua River, and the rest
are scattered.
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4.2. Characteristics of the Numbers of Fever Clinics and Allocated Fever Sentinel Sites

According to the distribution of the 42 fever clinics across the seven districts, the study
area’s layout demonstrates a more obvious distribution of three gradients. The first tier
includes Xiangfang District and Nangang District, with 13 and 12 fever clinics, respectively.
The second includes Daowai District and Daoli District, with seven and five fever clinics,
respectively. The third tier includes Hulan District, Pingfang District, and Songbei District,
with three, two, and zero fever clinics, respectively.

We comparatively analyzed the capacities of the fever clinic services in the large urban
areas by referring to the configurations of fever clinics in other Chinese cities. According
to a statistical analysis of the number of fever clinics set up in China’s 14 major cities by
Liu Lu, the number of fever clinics per 100,000 people in 14 cities was 0.65 [61]. The study
area’s average fever clinic configuration is 0.08 per 100,000 people, which is relatively
higher than the average of these 14 cities. However, the uneven internal service-capacity
configuration became increasingly prominent. Among them, Xiangfang District, Pingfang
District, and Nangang District all have a higher capacity for fever clinic services, with 1.42,
0.89, and 1.05 fever clinics per 100,000 people, respectively. Meanwhile, Daoli District,
Hulan District, and Songbei District do not achieve the average standard in the service
capacity configuration, and Hulan District and Songbei District have relatively insufficient
fever clinic configurations—especially Songbei District, which has the least. Thus, the
capacity of these districts’ fever clinics should be increased in the future (Figure 6).
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Regarding the configuration of the number of fever sentinels, except for the Daowai
and Songbei Districts, the other five jurisdictions meet the standard requirement of one
community healthcare center per subdistrict, but the layout of community health service
stations in the Daowai and Songbei Districts is relatively high. Community healthcare
stations have formed a supplement, and it can be seen that the number of fever sentinel
points in the subdistricts is generally reasonable.

In the configuration of township fever sentinels, the number of township healthcare
centers in each township unit in Xiangfang District, Daoli District, and Pingfang District
is less than one. All three are located south of the Songhua River. In addition, taking the
administrative village as the unit for counting the number of village fever sentinels, with
the exception of Nangang District and Xiangfang District, the allocation of the other five
districts is lower than the average of 0.26/per administrative village (Table 2). It can be
seen that the number of fever sentinels in townships is relatively poor. Among them, the
allocation of village clinics is generally low, township hospitals are relatively common
south of the Songhua River, and the role of rural primary healthcare institutions in the
emergency response system is insufficient.
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Table 2. Evaluation of fever clinic configuration in seven districts of Harbin.

Nangang Xiangfang Daowai Daoli Hulan Pingfang Songbei

The
average
number
of fever
sentinel
points

Subdistrict
sentinel

Average number of
community health

service centers
1.06 1.00 0.74 1.05 1.00 1.00 0.80

Average number of
community health

service stations
0.89 1.05 0.39 0.21 0.63 0.17 0.60

Township
Sentinel

Average number of
township hospitals 1.00 0.75 1.25 0.75 1.00 0.50 2.00

Average number of
village clinics (statistics

by administrative
village)

0.65 0.40 0.09 0.21 0.25 0.09 0.11

4.3. Analysis of the Accessibility of Fever Clinics
4.3.1. Choice of Research Methodology

When a major epidemic occurs, on the one hand, patients tend to travel to fever clinics
in private cars or “120” ambulances to minimize the risk of transmission caused by the
movement of people and to receive timely treatment; on the other hand, patients should
avoid using public transportation as much as possible and should choose to walk, cycle, or
use a private car or “120” ambulance.

We constructed the road traffic network dataset based on the average traffic speeds
on various classes of roads in the city (Table 3). Nowadays, cities are actively building a
30-min medical lifecycle. This study uses 30 min as the travel threshold to measure the
accessibility of fever clinics. We created a new OD cost matrix based on the created network
analysis layer, set the impedance to a time of 30 min in the layer attribute analysis settings,
and calculated the population demand points that could be served by the 42 fever clinics
within the travel threshold and the shortest travel time.

Table 3. All levels of road speed Settings.

Road Level Highway Main Road Secondary Road Branch Road

Speed (km/h) 60 40 30 20

Then, using the attenuation coefficient to weight and summarize the total population
of demand points that could be served by each fever clinic, we used the number of beds
to represent the service capacity to calculate the supply–demand ratio Rj of the 42 fever
clinic hospitals. We searched 4914 demand points for population i again, considered the
reachable fever clinics (j) within the threshold (t0) range, performed a second attenuation
of the searched supply–demand ratios Rj of all hospitals, weighted the summation; finally,
the accessibility of fever clinics for population i of 4914 demand points was obtained.

The results of the accessibility analysis were classified into five levels using the natural
discontinuity grading method (Table 4). Grades I to V indicate that the accessibility to the
fever clinic is gradually improving, and we obtain an accessibility grading chart with five
classification levels (Figure 7).

Table 4. Table for grading the accessibility of subdistrict (township) fever clinics.

Reachable Level Class I Class II Class III Class IV Class V

Reachability value
(sheets per 100 people) 0.0000–0.1245 0.1246–0.3649 0.3650–0.6093 0.6094–0.8571 0.8572–1.0951
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4.3.2. Fever Clinic Accessibility Results

From the accessibility-analysis diagram, the accessibility of 128 subdistricts (town-
ships) shows a clear pattern of decreasing from the city center to the peripheral urban
fringe areas. All class V subdistricts (townships) are located within the city’s second ring,
and the accessibility value of each subdistrict is 1.04 beds per 100 people. The accessibility
between the second and third rings can be divided into two gradients. The higher gradient
is noted for the region south of the Songhua River, which is a class V accessibility area, and
a relatively lower gradient is noted for the region north of the Songhua River, which is a
class IV accessibility area. The accessibility of the subdistricts (townships) outside the city’s
third ring decays at a slower rate in the direction of the southern Pingfang District and the
northern Hulan District. This is because the relatively discrete fever clinics in the Pingfang
and Hulan Districts, respectively, improve access to subdistricts (townships) in Pingfang
and localized areas in Hulan.

We aggregated the accessibility data obtained by taking a 1 × 1 km grid unit as the
smallest unit in the study area, resulting in 128 subdistricts (townships), and we calculated
the arithmetic mean. It was found that 78 of the 128 subdistricts (townships) in the study
area have accessibility values at level V, 15 at level IV, nine at level III, nine at level II, and
17 at level I. Overall, the percentage of subdistricts (townships) with accessibility values
of IV and V is 72.66%. In addition, there are 26 subdistricts (townships) at levels I and
II, among which eight subdistricts (townships) have an accessibility value of zero. These
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numbers indicate that the accessibility balance of the subdistricts (townships) in the study
area is poor.

The accessibility data of 128 subdistricts (townships) in the study area were aggregated
into seven jurisdictions, and we calculated the arithmetic mean. Then, we could obtain
the accessibility data of each district (Table 5). The accessibility of each district from high
to low was as follows: Nangang District > Xiangfang District > Pingfang District > Daoli
District > Dao Wai District > Songbei District > Hulan District. In Nangang District, with
the exception of Hongqi Manzu Township at level II and Wanggang Town at level IV,
18 subdistricts are at level V. The overall accessibility is good. This is due to Hongqi
Manzu Township being located in a suburban area. It is connected to the central city via a
low-grade road, hindering its access to medical resources. The fever clinics in the Daowai
and Daoli Districts are concentrated in the areas close to the central city. The peripheral
townships cannot access fever clinic services within the transportation threshold. This issue
means that Juyuan Township and Yongyuan Township in Daowai District and Xinnong
Township and Taiping Township in Daoli District have an accessibility value of almost
zero. With the regularization of epidemic prevention work, these peripheral townships
urgently require improved fever clinic services. For example, the Taiping Township in
Daoli District poses a more significant challenge to regular epidemic prevention work due
to its proximity to Taiping International Airport and the great and complex flow of people.
The Songbei and Hulan Districts have the worst accessibility. Songbei District has not yet
set up fever clinics. Some of its accessible subdistricts are influenced by Hulan District. In
Hulan District, three subdistricts (townships) are located in class II accessible areas, while
eight townships have accessibility values of zero. There is a considerable variation in the
accessibility of fever clinics in the subdistricts (townships) in Hulan District, since it has the
largest administrative area among the seven districts. The transportation distance between
the marginal townships and the three fever clinics in Hulan District is considerable, making
it difficult to obtain medical services from fever clinics within the travel threshold.

Table 5. Accessibility of fever clinics in each administrative region and subdistricts (townships).

Class of
Accessiblity

Area

Accessiblity
Value Per

100 People

Total Number and Percentage of
Accessibility at All Levels in the

Study Area
The Number of Accessible Levels in the Seven Districts

Total Number Percentage (%) Pingfang Nangang Xiangfang Daowai Daoli Hulan Songbei

Level I 0.00–0.12 17 13.28 0 0 0 2 2 10 2
Level II 0.12–0.36 9 7.03 0 1 1 1 1 4 2
Level III 0.36–0.61 9 7.03 2 0 1 0 1 5 0
Level IV 0.61–0.86 15 11.72 6 1 4 2 0 0 3
Level V 0.86–1.10 78 60.94 0 18 18 22 19 0 0

4.4. Fever Sentinel Accessibility and Service Pressure Analysis
4.4.1. The Accessibility of Fever Sentinels

Relevant studies have shown that the walking speed of adults is 1.24 m/s, the walking
distance in 15 min is approximately 1500 m, and the maximum acceptable distance for the
needs of subdistrict-level medical facilities is 3 km. Due to the large size of the rural area
and the scattered distribution of villages, the scope can be appropriately expanded. This
study takes 3000 and 5000 m as adjacent points (Table 6).

Table 6. Travel distance classification for fever sentinels.

Best Travel Distance Acceptable Travel Distance More than Expected Distance

Subdistrict sentinel 0–1500 m 1500–3000 m >3000 m
Township sentinel 0–3000 m 3000–5000 m >5000 m

Within the subdistrict range, the residential points with a reachable distance to the
fever sentinels of between 0 and 1500 m are mainly concentrated in the third ring. Overall,
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82% of the residential points are within 1500 m of the fever sentinels. The residential points
that can reach fever sentinels with distances between 1500 and 3000 m are mainly located in
the Haxi subdistrict and Qunli subdistrict of Nangang District, the College Road subdistrict
of Hulan District, and the Songpu subdistrict and Songbei subdistrict of Songbei. The worst
accessibility for residential points with a distance of more than 3000 m is concentrated
here. It can be seen that the areas with average and poor access to urban fever sentinels are
clustered in the zones of new development in the city.

Within the rural area range (Figure 8), 63% of the village points are within 3000 m of
the fever sentinels, which is a reasonable range for fever sentinels in the township; 23% of
the village points are far from the fever sentinels, with a distance of 3000–5000 m, which is
not conducive to effective monitoring; 14% of the village points have a reachable distance
of more than 5000 m; these are mainly concentrated in the northeast corner of Juyuan Town
and Yongyuan Town in Daowai District and the southwest corner of Leye Town in Songbei
District. The full coverage of the districts should be expanded, and basic medical facilities
should be added to the southwest of Songbei District and the northeast of Daowai District.
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Figure 8. Travel distance classification for fever sentinels. (a) Distribution of residential points with
reachable distance within 1500 m and village points with reachable distance within 3000 m (red
points); (b) Distribution of residential points with reachable distance between 1500 and 3000 m
and village points with reachable distance between 3000 and 3000 m (red points); (c) Distribution
of residential points with reachable distance more than 3000 m and village points with reachable
distance more than 5000 m (red points).

4.4.2. Fever Sentinel Service Pressure Analysis

Based on the principle of distance optimization, a Voronoi diagram was used to
construct the service ranges of the fever sentinels. By establishing a Voronoi diagram for
418 fever sentinels, the service areas of 418 fever sentinels were obtained.

For subdistrict fever sentinels, the population served by community health-service cen-
ters is 25,000–30,000 [62], and the population served by community health-service stations
is 12,500–25,000. The population served by the township hospitals is not clearly defined,
and the number of villages was mostly used as the configuration standard. Referring to
the population standard of township hospitals issued by the Anhui Provincial Health and
Health Commission [63], this study set the service population standard of the township
hospitals at 25,000 to 30,000 people (Table 7). The service capacity of the village clinics
is relatively low, and it only meets the service needs of one village unit. According to
the distribution of the total village population in the study areas, 5000 and 10,000 people
were taken as the critical points for the proportions of the population served by village
clinics. We connected the population distribution grid with the service areas generated
by the Voronoi diagram to obtain the population in the service area of each fever sentinel,
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to evaluate the current service pressure of fever sentinels, and to provide directions for
subsequent optimization (Figure 9).

Table 7. Population size classification of various fever sentinel services.

Administrative District Community Health
Service Center

Community Health
Service Stations Township Hospital Village Clinic

Low pressure service scale <25,000 people <12,500 people <25,000 people <5000 people
Adaptable service scale 25,000–30,000 people 12,500–25,000 people 25,000–30,000 people 5000–10,000 people

High pressure service scale >30,000 people >25,000 people >30,000 people >10,000 people
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The analysis showed that 18% of the fever sentinels’ service areas are overpopulated,
and these are mainly located in the centers of the old urban areas and in parts of the new
urban areas. The large population in the central urban areas leads to tremendous pressure
on epidemic prevention measures. Inadequate construction of primary medical facilities in
new urban areas has also caused a certain pressure for epidemic prevention. Overall, 24% of
the fever sentinels serve a small population, which is mainly located within the study area’s
marginal regions, mostly in areas served by village clinics. This is due to the sparse and
scattered population and low utilization of medical resources in the peripheral townships
of the study area. The Statistical Information Center of the National Health and Medical
Commission released statistics on the medical and health institutions in the country in 2020.
Among them (apart from primary healthcare institutions), the number of village clinics
showed a significant downward trend under the impacts of the epidemic [64]. Firstly,
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most village clinics currently do not have the ability to receive patients during COVID-19.
Secondly, the village clinic surveillance network has not been fully formed, the daily
utilization rate of village clinics has declined, they have been operating inefficiently, and
the degree of inefficient operation during COVID-19 has risen. This has created an obstacle
to the formation of a rural epidemic-prevention system. The village clinics’ environment
should be regularly screened in the future to maintain their operational capacity.

5. Discussion and Proposals
5.1. The History of Urban–Rural Development and Inequalities in Medical COVID-19
Monitoring Institutions

At the overall level of the research area, the total configuration of fever clinics is
satisfactory, but there are large inequalities in the accessibility of fever-clinic care within the
region. Firstly, fever-clinics show monocentric clustering characteristics in the old urban
areas. The accessibility of fever clinic services decreases rapidly from the center to the
periphery. This is because most of the higher-grade medical institutions are older and
their locations were chosen according to a more reasonable pattern of the urban spatial
layout at that time, but with the rapid expansion of the urban space, the problem of the
inequality of medical services is being gradually exposed. Such inequalities also exist
in China’s other major cities, such as Beijing and Guangzhou [65,66]. Secondly, there is
an imbalance in supply between old and new urban areas. Old urban areas have richer
medical resources due to their longer developmental history, while new urban areas are
slow to build high-grade medical institutions due to lagging planning and construction and
the slower development of production and living functions, which affect the supply of fever
clinic services in new urban areas. Third, there is a supply inequality between urban and
rural areas. The accessibility of fever clinics in subdistricts is better than that in rural areas,
and some townships are liable to become weak and blank areas in the COVID-19 epidemic
prevention system due to the low grade of internal roads and the large administrative area,
which increases the distance of access to fever clinics. Fourth, the accessibility of fever
sentinels in subdistricts is also better than that in township areas, where there are some
areas of weak monitoring and areas with excessive pressure on services. The accessibility
of fever sentinels in new urban areas, such as Songbei District and Qunli subdistrict, is
poor. The number of fever sentinels in rural areas is smaller, the number of village clinics
among fever sentinels is insufficient, and they are vulnerable to marginalization during
COVID-19 outbreaks. At the same time, rural areas have poor accessibility to fever sentinel
sites due to the long distances from settlements and long road travel times, making it more
difficult to monitor and prevent COVID-19.

5.2. Reconstruction of the Spatial Planning and Governance System for Urban Fever Clinics and
Fever Sentinels

In summary, we propose several strategies for the optimization of fever clinics
and fever sentinels in terms of four aspects: transformation of governance practices,
spatial-planning response, digital infrastructure enhancement, and policy and regula-
tory safeguards.

5.2.1. Transformation of Governance Practice: Response to Public Health Emergencies
under the Concept of “Peacetime and Epidemic Combination”

With the normalization of COVID-19 prevention and control, the number of visits
to fever clinics and fever sentinels may decrease. According to the experience after the
SARS epidemic, fever clinics are prone to problems such as vacancy and decreases in
the rate of utilization of medical resources. Therefore, in line with the concept of “peace-
time and epidemic combination”, we should take into account the functional transition
between the emergency period and the regular period and improve the system for the
construction of regular fever clinics and fever sentinels. We should improve the scale of
medical services and the level of professionals in fever clinics and improve the condition
of medical equipment. We should encourage fever clinics to undertake medical functions,
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such as emergency treatment, examination, and intensive care, while screening for patients
with infectious diseases. This will enable them to truly play the roles of “outposts” and
“fortresses” in the framework of “peacetime and epidemic combination”. Fever sentinel
sites, as primary medical institutions, should be responsible for monitoring and reporting
during epidemics and should continue to serve their functions of medical care and rehabili-
tation during normal periods. The system of building fever clinics and fever sentinels is
not only an emergency measure under COVID-19, but can also be an effective strategy for
responding to the long-term goal of “Healthy China” and for addressing the problems of
aging, flooding, and the prevention of infectious diseases.

5.2.2. Spatial Planning Response: Layout of Fever Clinics and Fever Sentinels for
Health Equity

The spatial layout of fever clinics and fever sentinels should be integrated into the
hierarchical and network layout of urban and rural living spheres. Based on the planning
and construction of urban and rural lifecycles, a three-tier network of epidemic prevention
and treatment institutions should be built at multiple levels, including “fever sentinels–
fever clinics–hospitals designated for admission” (Figure 10). The travel time and load-
bearing functions of each level should be reasonably allocated in order to form a COVID-19
epidemic prevention system using early monitoring linked with emergency response. At the
same time, the construction of the “15-min nucleic acid circle” and the planning and layout
of residential nucleic acid testing points can be integrated into the COVID-19 epidemic
prevention system of fever sentinel sites to accelerate the formation of a hierarchical and
balanced COVID-19 epidemic prevention system [67]. This would systematically resolve the
problem of the unequal accessibility of fever clinics and fever sentinels between urban and
rural areas, as well as between new and old urban areas, and guide fever clinics in towns
and new urban areas by building branch hospitals, new hospitals, and medical communities
to improve the construction of urban and rural COVID-19 epidemic prevention systems.
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5.2.3. Digital Infrastructure Response: Building a Smart COVID-19 Epidemic Prevention
Technology System

Adapting to the trend of the development of the construction of digital infrastructure
in urban and rural areas, service assessments and optimal allocations of COVID-19 fever
clinics and fever sentinel sites are actively carried out by using big data, AI, and other
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intelligent planning methods. Firstly, after the outbreak of a public health emergency, mon-
itoring and early warning are performed through a big data platform. Intelligent mapping
of COVID-19 outbreaks is based on development trends and trajectory algorithms [68],
including the identification of potential risk sources, monitoring of susceptible populations,
research and judgment of high-risk areas, and sharing of medical resources for epidemic
prevention, in order to optimize the efficiency of medical services and the resource-sharing
capacity of fever clinics and fever sentinels. Secondly, the big data for intelligent transporta-
tion are used to coordinate the optimal route for epidemic prevention referral within the
concept of “fever sentinel–fever clinic–hospitals designated for admission” under the state
of the emergency response; this can optimize the regional control and emergency routes in
densely populated areas and reduce the transmission risk of potential COVID-19 patients
when they move in geographical space.

5.2.4. Policies and Regulations Guarantee: Improving the Medical Prevention and Control
Mechanism and Emergency Measures in Public Health

The mechanism of collaboration between the medical-service system and the public-
health system should be strengthened in terms of a policy guarantee. The existing treatment-
centered medical-service system is fragmented with regard to disease prevention and con-
trol and public-health emergency management. There are problems such as the emphasis
on medical-care over prevention, the division of medical care and prevention, and the
separation of prevention and control. It is necessary to establish an improved, permanent
public medical prevention and treatment system that integrates medicine and prevention
and divides work. This would strengthen the construction of a collaborative system for the
whole process of disease prevention and treatment, strengthen the medical conditions and
medical facilities of basic medical institutions, upgrade the professional level of primary
medical services, address the blind spots and weak areas of fever clinics and fever sentinels,
and improve the prevention and control mechanisms and emergency measures of the
public-health medical service system in emergency command, monitoring, early warning,
prevention, control, medical treatment, and community governance.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we developed a conceptual framework to identify the causes of inequality
in fever clinics and fever sentinels during the COVID-19 pandemic. We selected Harbin
as an example and used a combination of GIS spatial analyses, such as kernel density
analysis, the improved 2SFCA method, and the Voronoi diagram method, to identify the
unequal configurations of 42 fever clinics and 418 fever sentinels as an empirical basis for
the conceptual framework. Finally, optimization strategies were proposed in terms of four
aspects, including governance concept transformation, spatial-planning response, digital
infrastructure response, and policy and regulation safeguards. In the future, city managers,
medical departments, and urban-planning departments should pay more attention to
these factors, which can lead to inequity in medical resources and services amid public-
health emergencies.

This study explored the theoretical causes of the inefficiency in emergencies and
unbalanced supply of fever clinics and fever sentinels during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The study took Harbin City as an example to quantitatively analyze and evaluate the
spatial layout of fever clinics and fever sentinels, discovering the imbalance in medical
resources available to residents, expanding upon the dimension of “efficient and accessible
health facility layout and comprehensive coverage” in public health emergencies, and
enriching the theoretical research framework for health equity. At the practical level, the
study evaluated the configuration of fever clinics and fever sentinels in Harbin, providing
a complete evaluation process for the study area and other cities and providing a reference
for the scientific evaluation and configuration of medical facilities for the prevention of the
COVID-19 epidemic. Finally, the optimization strategy and implementation path proposed
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in this study can provide new ideas for government departments, public-health managers,
and urban planners.

There were some limitations in this study. First, although the accessibility of healthcare
services is also influenced by the economic, racial, age, and gender aspects of the population,
this study did not include an analysis of the impacts of individual differences in the
population on the accessibility of healthcare services due to limitations of the precision of
the demographic data. In addition, for example, when evaluating medical institutions used
for COVID-19, only the number of beds and accessibility were considered, but differentiated
data on the medical institutions, such as the number of physicians and medical resources,
need to be further collected and analyzed. Moreover, in the calculation of road travel time,
this study only considered road grades and did not consider the congestion on some urban
roads or the difficulty of securing access to some township roads in winter due to ice and
snow, which provides a direction for further research.
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